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Abstract
A theoretical review and an assessment of applications of the spatial models of consumer choice for retail outlets
are presented here. As they are also called gravitational models in marketing, they remain relevant in today’s
retail world despite the explosion of e-commerce. The major objective here is to emphasize the theoretical
significance of these models, analyze their practicality in the market, and refer to their validity today. The focus
would be on the original Reilly’s model of the early thirties of the last century, and the two most significant
improvements over it, Converse’s model of the late forties, and Huff’s model of the early sixties. After a detailed
exposition of these models and their applications, a critical analysis is introduced to address the retail site
selection, radius of the trading area, limitations of the models, and some criticism.
Keywords: spatial models, gravitational models, Reilly’s law, Huff’s model, Converse’s model
1. Introduction
In the last decade or so, e-commerce and consumer’s online retail purchases have been astronomically increasing.
In 2017, e-commerce has exploded to about half of the whole retail growth, although it constituted only 13% of
total retail transactions. While consumer spending in 2017 reached $453.5 billion on the web for retail purchases,
which was an increase of 16% over the previous year, total retail sales reached to over five trillion dollars in the
same year, representing a 4.4% increase over the 2016 figure (digitalcommerce36.com).
This significant growth in e-commerce has not yet indicated an all-out march towards replacing the traditional
way of commerce and trade. Traditional retail outlets, large and small, continue to grow, and the so-called
brick-and-mortar stores continue to be built and expand their commercial activities. On the other hand,
consumers too, do not seem to be ready to give up what they have long gotten used to of old-fashioned methods
of shopping. According to a 2017 Consumer View Report by the National Retail Federation (NRF), four out of
five American consumers still prefer to shop at brick-and-mortar stores (Inc.com, October 2nd, 2017). Moreover,
most retail companies tend to establish an on-line sale site only to enhance their store retail activities, rather than
to replace them. This evidence supports the notion that consumer choice of where to shop is still in the heart of
their top considerations as they seek the retail outlet that would yield the highest utility for them, economically
and otherwise.
There have been a few major approaches to analyze consumer choice of retail outlet. Frisk and Choi (2013) list
some of these theoretical frameworks: Analog models would depend on projecting sales using existing data and
growth patterns of trade; Regression models utilize econometrical techniques and forecasting methods to
estimate sales subject to major variables such as population size, consumer income, number of households and
alike. Central Place theory attributes consumer travel for shopping to the extent of availability of a wide variety
of consumer goods and services at certain retail outlets. Unlike these models, spatial models utilize the physical
gravitational theory and rely on variables such as size of population, size of market, location of retail outlets, and
distance between the competing outlets in order to delineate certain retail trading area, and explain consumer
rationale to choose an area of shopping over other alternatives. In that sense too, these models can explain the
rationale of trading company to choose their outlet locations.
The pioneering work in the area of spatial modeling in marketing has been credited to Professor William J.
Reilly of Texas University, who in his studies of 1929, 1931, and 1953, came up with what we now know as the
law of retail gravitation. It was inspired by Newton’s law of gravity in physics. It was a study of retail activities
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and an anaalysis of consuumer shoppingg patterns usingg a mathematiccal approach to explain the eextra travel of rural
consumerss to large townns to satisfy moost of their shoopping needs. It has been connsidered the anntithesis of mo
ost of
the traditioonal retailing models,
m
whichh confine consuumers’ choice to their own ggeographical aareas. Reilly’s work
of 1931 annd his revision of 1953 succeeeded to attractt many researcchers into folloowing his footsstep and generrating
a wave of model modificcations, revisioons, and appliccations (Christtaller, 1935; Coonverse, 1949; Applebaum, 1961;
Huff, 19633; Jones & Moock, 1984; Fothheringham & O
O’Kelly, 1989;; Rust & Danthhu, 1995).
The objecttive of this paaper is to revissit the spatial models of connsumer choicee and marketinng, emphasize their
significancce, analyze theeir applicationns, and refer too their relevannce today. Thee focus would be on the original
Reilly’s m
model of the early
e
thirties oof the last cenntury, and thee two most siignificant improvements over it,
Converse’s model of thee late forties, aand Huff’s moodel of the earrly sixties. Aftter a detailed eexposition of these
models, ouur critical anaalysis will adddress the retaiil site selectionn, radius of thhe trading areea, limitations, and
criticism.
2. Reilly’ss Gravitationaal Model
Isaac New
wton (1642-17227) came up w
with his theoryy of universal gravitation in 1686. His law
w states that “e
every
particle atttracts every other
o
particle iin the universe with a forcee directly propportional to thhe product of their
masses, annd inversally proportional to the square of the distance beetween the cennters of the maasses”. The forrce of
attraction bbetween the masses
m
acts aloong a straight lline intersectinng their centerrs. It is mathem
matically expre
essed
by:
F=G
asses,
Where F iss the gravitatioonal force, m1 and m2, are the masses, r is the distance beetween the cennters of the ma
and G is a gravitational constant.
c
Professor Reillly started his endeavor to m
model retail traade areas in a study entitledd “Methods fo
or the
In 1929, P
Study of R
Retail Relationnship” in whicch he utilized cconsumer survvey, census datta, and city reetail data to explain
those metthods. It served as the baasis for his 1931 Law of Retail Gravittation in whicch he utilized
d the
aforementiioned Newton’s law of univeersal gravity.” According to Reilly’s adapttation, two bussiness site loca
ations
or two citties, as represeented by the ssize of their ppopulation, woould be analoggous to Newton’s particles. The
central ideea, therefore, was
w to focus oon determiningg the trade areea boundaries around comm
mercial centerss that
would be iimpacted by thheir masses suuch that there would be a law
w of gravitatioon modeled affter Newton’s. This
law statess that “two ciities attract trrade from an intermediate town in the vicinity of thhe breaking point,
p
approximaately in direct proportion
p
to tthe populationns of the two ciities, and in innverse proportiion to the squa
are of
the distancces from these two cities to tthe intermediatte town”. The m
mathematical expression forr that would be
e:

Where:
Bx: is the pproportion of the
t trade from
m the intermediaate town attraccted by city x.
By: is the pproportion of the
t trade from
m the intermediaate town attraccted by city y.
Px: is the ppopulation of city
c x.
Py: is the ppopulation of city
c y.
Dx: is the distance from intermediate ttown to city x.
Dy: is the distance from intermediate ttown to city y.
3. Converrse’s Revision
Based on R
Reilly’s notionn of the breakiing point, Proffessor P.D. Connverse of the U
University of IIllinois was ab
ble to
formulate an expanded breaking
b
pointt model. In his 1949 study entitled “New
w Laws of Retaail Gravitation
n”, he
derived a new equation to delineate thhe trading areaa boundaries bbetween city x and city y. R
Reilly assumed
d that
the trade aareas around thhe cities wouldd be equal so that the midpooint in the lineear distance beetween them would
w
be what hhe called the breaking
b
poin
nt. It is the point at which ccustomers wouuld be indifferrent about goin
ng to
either locaation for shoppping. Howeveer, if the two ccities have diffferent sizes oof population, the breaking point
would be ddetermined by Converse’s eqquation:
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D xy

dx =

1+

Py
Px

where:
dx: is the ddistance of the break point froom city x.
Dxy: is the linear distancee between the two cities x annd y.
Px: is the ppopulation sizee of x.
Py: is the ppopulation sizee of y.
As illustraated in Figure 1, if the distaance between ccity x and cityy y is 60 miless and they havve the same size of
populationn, say 200,000, the trade areeas around them
m would be eqqual so that thhe midpoint in the linear disttance
between thhem would be Reilly’s breakking point. Buut if their popuulations are noow different att 140,000 for city
c x
and 350,0000 for city y, and
a the distancce between thee two cities stayys the same ass 60 miles, the breaking poin
nt (dx)
would thenn be calculatedd by:

dx =

=

60
350, 0000
1+
140, 0000

60
60
=
= 23.2
1 + 2.55 1 + 1.58

The directt conclusion of
o this law, ass it is related to the selectioon of business sites, is thatt it would giv
ve an
that customerrs are impacteed by how far they have to travel to buy what
entrepreneeur a general understanding
u
they want,, and how maany customers are around anny specific loccation. Of couurse, the assum
mption was tha
at the
distance between the tw
wo locations waas flat and plaain. That was w
without accounnting for any bbarrier or difficulty
related to tthe geography of the area, orr the traffic prooblems or any other compliccation.

Figure 1.. Reilly’s breakking points bettween cities off equal and uneequal populatiions
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Converse ran an empirical test on three Illinois towns: Farmer City, Champaign-Urbana, and
Bloomington-Normal. As illustrated below, the distance between Farmer City and Champaign-Urbana is 25
miles, and between Farmer City and Bloomington Normal is 27 miles. Population of Champaign-Urbana is
37,366 and of Bloomington-Normal is 39,851 (1940’s figures).
BloomingtonNormal 39,851

Farmer
City

27

25

ChampaignUrbana 37,366

Figure 2. Converse’s relative trade between three Illinois towns
He calculated the relative trade for a farmer City consumer between Bloomington-Normal (b) and
Champaign-Urbana (c) by:
B

2

=

2

=

= .915

He concluded that Bloomington-Normal would get 0.915 times as much trade as what Champaign-Urbana gets,
so the relative percentage of trade for each can be calculated as:
Bb + Bc = 1
Bb = 1 - Bc
Bb / Bc = 1/Bc – Bc/Bc
= 1/Bc – 1 = 0.915
= 1/Bc = 1.915
Bc = 1/ 1.195 = 52.2
So, Champaign-Urbana gets 52.2% of the trade while the rest of 47.8 % goes as Bloomington-Normal’s share.
When surveying consumers in Farmer City in 1942, he found that Champaign-Urbana attracted 55% and
Bloomington-Normal attracted 45%. Obtaining such close figures was an impressive empirical confirmation of
Reilly’s model.
Converse further raised the question about the extent to which a town would retain or lose its trade. Using a
consumer survey in more than a 100 town and using the original formula but designating a home town (h), he
was able to solve for the distance Dh, which he called the “inertia factor” and calculated its value as around 4.
The formula, therefore, was modified to:
B
ℎ

4 2

=

ℎ

Where:
Bx: proportion of trade going to an outside town (x)
Bh: proportion of trade retained by hometown (h)
Px: population of the outside town (x)
Ph: population of the hometown (h)
Dx: Distance to the outside town (x)
Dh: Distance to the hometown (h)
4: The inertia factor as calculated by survey.
This formula was tested empirically to figure out the trade split between larger and smaller towns. The test on
Benton (population 7,372) which is 7 miles from West Frankfort (population 12,383) required knowing how
trade is divided between the two cities, which can be uncovered by a survey. The survey was conducted and
revealed a relative percentage of 87% to Benton and 13% to West Frankfort. The reconstructed formula became:
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2
13
12,384
=
87
7,372 7
Solving for X revealed a value of 2.1, which suggests that Benton had a better chance to retain its home trade, as
compared to an area average of 3.3 retaining rate.
Based on his extensive empirical testing, Converse was able to rewrite Reilly’s law into what he called a “New
Law of Retail Gravitation”, which states:
“A trading center and a town in or near its trade area divide the trade of the town approximately in direct
proportion to the population of the two towns, and inversely to the squares of the distance factors, using 4 as the
distance factor of the hometown” (Converse, 1949, p. 382).
Converse’s empirical work confirmed that the inertia factor can be adjusted to the multiples of 4 to accommodate
the number of towns to which a small home town would lose its trade to. Therefore, the factor could be 8 for
losing to two large towns, and could be 12 for losing to three towns, and 16 to four towns and so on. His new
formula was adjusted to account for the possibility of the outside town being much larger than the hometown.
This is a case he faced in his work regarding Chicago and St. Louis as compared to other towns scattered around
them which are significantly smaller. His empirical work revealed a negative relationship between the size of the
outside town as expressed by population size and the accuracy of the prediction. He noticed that the accuracy of
the results would remain reliable up to a population size 20 times the size of hometown, but beyond that, such as
for sizes 50 times and more than the size of hometown, the reliability of the results would significantly drop.
As for Chicago and St. Louis vs. any small town, he adjusted the formula this way:
B

1.5 2

=

ℎ
ℎ
And for a small town vs. a larger metropolitan center, he suggested raising the power of the formula from
squared to cubic, and likewise to adjust the boundary formula to the cubic root.
B
ℎ

4 3

=

ℎ

=
1+3

4. Huff’s Revision
D. L. Huff (1963; 1964) focused on the fact that consumers usually have several alternatives of retail outlets to
shop from, which makes the dynamics of their decision making probabilistic rather than deterministic, as it is the
case with Reilly’s and Converse’s. Therefore, his central idea is not only how probable a consumer chooses this
outlet versus other outlets, but also covered consumer utility of shopping at a certain outlet as a proportion of the
collective utilities out of shopping at the rest of outlets. He argues that the whole matter of consumer choice here
is not plain, but rather complex, continuous and stochastic. He refers to specific limitations of Reilly’s and
Convers’s models such as:
- The models’ inability to make gradual estimates above and below the breaking point between the two towns.
- The models’ inconsistency between the over-lapping boundaries and the basic objective of the formula of
delineating the retail trading area.
- The models’ assertion on the inertia factor being a constant while it varies with different types of shopping
trips.
Therefore, according to Huff’s new model, consumer choice of the retail outlet for his shopping would depend
on the size of outlet and how long it would take the consumer to reach that outlet. After all, it is a probability
against the other probabilities related to the rest of shopping outlets in a specific area. This probability is
measured by:
=

⁄
∑

(

5

)
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Where:
: is the probability for consumer i to shop at outlet j
: square footage of the retail outlet
: time which consumer i would take to get to outlet j
: empirical parameter to reflect the effect of travel time on different shopping trips
Once the probability is calculated, it would be easier to obtain the expected number of consumers to shop at that
outlet (Eij) by multiplying the calculated probability (Pij) by the total number of consumers in that area (Ci):
Eij = Pij (Ci)
Huff was able to confirm his model empirically as well as he was able to expand it to calculate the sales of a
specific area by multiplying per capita consumer expenditures in that area by the population size in that trade
area (Huff, 1966; Huff & Batsell, 1977; Huff & Rust, 1984). As quoted by Friske and Choi (2013), a study by
Anderson, Volker, and Phillips (2010) argued that “Huff’s model of trade area gravitation is widely regarded as
the industry standard for determining the probability of a retail location to attract customers”. Friske and Choi
(2013) also listed the studies that modified and expanded on Huff’s model since its publishing in mid-sixties.
They include Lakshmanan and Hansen (1965) who calculated aggregate sales in shopping centers and assessed
consumer utility trade-off between travel distance and outlet size; Bucklin (1967) and Gonzalez-Benito (2005)
who considered the store image as a new determinant variable in retail attraction; Nakanishi and Cooper (1974,
1988) who replaced Huff’s retail store size by a researcher-determined set of attributes in what is called a
multiplicative interaction model. Others such as Jain and Mahajan (1979); Achabal, Gorr, and Mahajan (1982);
Ghosh and Craig (1992); Drezner (1994); and Gonzalez-Benito, Munoz-Gallego, and Kopalle (2005) considered
consumer heterogeneity, market heterogeneity, and longitudinal effects on the dynamics of Huff’s model.
In their study in the Hispano-Lusitanian frontier area, C.C. Yrigoyen and Jose V. Otero of the University of
Madrid, Spain presented a slightly different notation of Huff’s model:
=

∑
∝

=

∑

∝

Where:
: is the probability for consumer i to shop at outlet j
Uij: is the utility of consumer i derived from shopping at outlet j
: square footage of the retail outlet
Dij: the distance that consumer i travels to get to outlet j
α,β: sensibility parameters, where according to Reilly, they equal 1 and -2 respectively.
The researchers confirmed Luce’s (1959) notion on the relative utility that was adopted by Huff. It states that the
probability of a consumer shopping at a particular outlet is equal to the ratio of the utility derived out of that
outlet to the sum of utilities derived from all the rest of alternative outlets.
Using the formula above, the researchers were able to calculate the probabilities for a consumer living in the
municipality of Moura to shop at outlets in three towns: Beja, Vora, and Badajoz. The following table shows the
calculations:
Table 1. Probabilities of consumer choice of retail outlets among three Spanish towns
Outlet
Badajoz
Evora
Beja
T0tal

Distance(D)
(km)
133
89
58

Size(S)
(sq m)
55.319
8.725
2.628

6

D-2

SD-2

Probability (P)

5.653
1.263
0.3

3.127
1.102
0.78
5.009

0.62
0.22
0.16
1
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The empirical work revealed that the probability of a consumer to choose the retail outlets in Badajoz is 62%,
and in Evora 22%, and in Beja 16%. This is to say that a consumer is likely to travel to Badajoz for shopping
almost four times more than his travel to Beja and three times more than his travel to Evora.
5. Critical Analysis
5.1 Radius of the Trading Area
As we have seen above, the trading area of business can be defined by the circle surrounding the business. It
refers to the geographic area from which a business would get its major customers. The size of this area, or let’s
say, the radius of that circle, can be influenced by the type of business, its size, the uniqueness of its product or
service, the variety of its offerings, accessibility, complementary or substituting businesses, and barriers. It is
important not to be confused about the impact of the variety of business offerings, specialty of business, and
uniqueness of its product, which may sound contradictory. While the wider variety of products and services the
business can offer, the more customers it can draw, it is also true that a unique product or service would draw
customers from a greater distance. If one movie theater is available in an area, customers would come to it from
a wider circle. The same would occur if there is only one shop specialized in repair of sewing machines, then
you would find people traveling a great distance to get this service, although we are talking here about a specific
segment of consumers. Ease and comfort of accessibility to a location would increase the radius of the trading
area. Accessibility here could be the availability and ease of transportation, communication, parking, as well as
better customer services. This is why we see most of the shopping malls are located by major highways. The
more complementary and the less substitutive businesses surrounding the location, the more customers can be
drawn to a certain location. Take for example a shopping plaza that offers a department store, general and
convenient stores, trendy clothes store, shoe store, beauty salon, hair cut salon, kids’ playground and games, auto
repair garages, in addition to some restaurants and cafes. Such a plaza would satisfy most of the consumers’
needs in any given trip to the point it might be preferred over any other alternatives regardless of the distance
and ease of travel. Also, the more customer’s barriers, the smaller the trading area for a business. Barriers here
could be economic such as higher taxes, and more expensive transportation, and fewer and more expensive
parking. It could also be cultural barriers such as the exclusiveness of an area or location to a special group, and
could also be related to a higher or lower crime rate in specific area.
5.2 Site Selection
As for the use of these spatial models in business site selection, one of the basic criteria, in addition to attracting
more customers, is the consideration of a possible expansion and renovation in the future. If a business does well,
it would most likely respond to the high demand and customer satisfaction by expanding the facility and adding
more of the variety to the products and services. This would be a possibility to think about and, therefore, the
considered site must be flexible enough to accommodate any future plan for expansion and renovation in the
future.
In the times of developing these models, shopping places were likely scattered across the land, and in most
towns and cities, the downtown area was traditionally a place for a variety of small businesses clustered among
government and professional offices. The biggest advantage for such confined locations was the high traffic of
customers versus many disadvantages such as the high rent, difficult traffic, lack of adequate parking, and safety
issues. Later on, shopping plazas and malls started to grow across the land rapidly. The most striking features of
shopping plazas and malls is the clustering of a wide variety of businesses that function under one roof and
benefit from the continuous stream of customers.
5.3 Applications and Limitations
Gravitational and spatial models, whether deterministic or probabilistic, gained over the years many theoretical
and empirical supports, and found their place in many applications in different fields. In addition to the primary
application in consumer choice of retail shopping and marketing for consumer goods and services, boundaries of
trade, and business site selection, they also found their way to many other applications beyond the primary realm.
Constantin (2004) argued that gravitational and spatial models were applied in a wide variety of studies such as
those devoted to migration, commodity flow, traffic flow, and residence-workplace trips. Like any other
theoretical concepts, these models have their own limitations, especially when they are put into practice. Some of
these limitations and shortcomings were addressed by the subsequent modifications and revisions throughout the
past nine decades since Reilly’s pioneering study. Some limitations were recognized by the original studies and
other limitations were pointed out to by other critical studies. At the time when Reilly subjected his model to
empirical testing he meant to predict consumer choices in rural areas as they had to travel to shopping outlet
away from their street corner little general store. Also, he predicted their travel pattern as they demanded some
7
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ubiquitous goods. In later years and in further revisions, the models became valid for all consumers and all
consumer goods and services.
As Huff presented his significant improvement to both Reilly’s and Converse’s models, he recognized certain
limitations as well as he argued for specific contributions of his own revision. Huff argued that he considered the
trading area as a demand surface with potential consumers of specific products of a particular distribution center
that could be a single firm or an agglomeration of firms. Also the demand surface can consist of a series of zones
whose commercial activities are of a probabilistic nature where the potential customers are the sum of the
expected number of consumers from each of the zones. In addition to that, demand zones of competing firms
overlap so a spatial competitive equilibrium position can be reached. (Huff, 1949). Needless to say that Huff’s
contributions came as a remedy to what he envisioned as the major limitations of the original Reilly model and
Converse’s revision, as they are mentioned above.
5.4 Criticism
Despite the wide support to the spatial models in academia and industry, there has been some criticism,
especially on the notion that these models have lost their luster and validity with the rapid transformation of
market to the electronic commerce and the popularity of on-line trade which made it possible for retail
companies to fundamentally alter the dynamics of place and time to reach their customers (Sheth and Sisodia
1999). This argument does not seem to be valid, especially if we recall the evidence presented in the opening of
this paper that confirms the fact that physical stores and retail establishments are here to stay and not going to
fade away, at least in the forceable future. One major justification for people to shop at physical establishments
like malls and plazas can very well be of a hedonic nature. Consumers derive pleasure from the process of
consumption as a whole as opposed to only the using up element of consumption. This is to say people often
enjoy going to shop even if they do not really need to buy anything or whether or not they end up buying a
specific product. We all know that most people go to restaurants and cafés not really because they do not have
food at home but they go for the pleasure of being there whether alone or with a company. Same reason can be
argued for going to a movie theater or the mall, which adds more good reasons for the existence of these places
and makes traveling to them a matter of rational decisions that may need studies such as the spatial models.
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